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In a world where no girls had been born in fifty years, Eve arrived and, having been protected
from the dangers of a ruined world, is now sixteen and expected to renew the human race.
!--[if gte mso 9] 800x600 ![endif]-- New York Times bestseller Boys can be anything they want
to be! This timely book joins and expands the gender-role conversation and gives middle-grade
boys a welcome alternative message: that masculinity can mean many things. You won't find
any stories of slaying dragons or saving princesses here. In Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be
Different, author Ben Brooks-with the help of Quinton Wintor's striking full-color illustrationsoffers a welcome alternative narrative: one that celebrates introverts and innovators, sensitivity
and resilience, individuality and expression. It's an accessible compilation of 75 famous and
not-so-famous men from the past to the present day, every single one of them a rule-breaker
and stereotype-smasher in his own way. Entries include Frank Ocean, Salvador Dali,
Beethoven, Barack Obama, Ai Weiwei, Jesse Owens, and so many more-heroes from all
walks of life and from all over the world.
Boys will be boys and girls will be girls? Not in this book. The follow-up to Ben Brooks's New
York Times bestselling Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, this book offers more
extraordinary true stories of amazing people who broke the mold and changed the world for the
better. The resulting message? Be yourself, and your dreams might come true. With the help
of Quinton Winter's striking full-color illustrations, Brooks offers an accessible compilation of 76
famous and not-so-famous influencers from the past to the present day, every single one of
them a rule-breaker and stereotype-smasher in his or her own way. Entries include Emma
Gonzalez, Andy Warhol, Bjork, Hans Christian Andersen, Sally Ride, and so many more -heroes from all walks of life and from all over the world.
A life-changing book that shows kids it's cool to be kind. A gloriously illustrated celebration of
heroes who have changed the world with kindness and compassion, from David Attenborough
to Nelson Mandela, Oskar Schindler to Usain Bolt. What if we celebrated boys for their
kindness as well their strength? For their generosity as well as their success? For their loyal
friendship as well as their charm? The Good Guys introduces us to 50 heroes who have
showed that changing the world doesn't require a sword or a corporate jet. Readers will find
stories of extraordinary men including Muhammad Ali, Professor Green, Patrick Stewart and
Lionel Messi, as well as unsung heroes such as James Harrison, who has spent fifty years
donating his rare blood to save millions of babies. There's even a section celebrating ten boys
who didn't let their young age stop them from helping others, such as Matthew Kaplan, who
responded to his brother's bullies by setting up an anti-bullying programme for schools. The
Good Guys celebrates the feats of heroes and everyday men, and will show kids that it really is
cool to be kind.
The Good Guys50 Heroes Who Changed the World with KindnessWren & Rook
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the bestselling master espionage writer, hailed by
Vince Flynn as “the best in the business,” comes a riveting novel about the French Resistance
in Nazi-occupied Paris. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
WASHINGTON POST 1941. The City of Light is dark and silent at night. But in Paris and in the
farmhouses, barns, and churches of the French countryside, small groups of ordinary men and
women are determined to take down the occupying forces of Adolf Hitler. Mathieu, a leader of
the French Resistance, leads one such cell, helping downed British airmen escape back to
England. Alan Furst’s suspenseful, fast-paced thriller captures this dangerous time as no one
ever has before. He brings Paris and occupied France to life, along with courageous citizens
who outmaneuver collaborators, informers, blackmailers, and spies, risking everything to fulfill
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perilous clandestine missions. Aiding Mathieu as part of his covert network are Lisette, a
seventeen-year-old student and courier; Max de Lyon, an arms dealer turned nightclub owner;
Chantal, a woman of class and confidence; Daniel, a Jewish teacher fueled by revenge; Joëlle,
who falls in love with Mathieu; and Annemarie, a willful aristocrat with deep roots in France,
and a desire to act. As the German military police heighten surveillance, Mathieu and his team
face a new threat, dispatched by the Reich to destroy them all. Shot through with the author’s
trademark fine writing, breathtaking suspense, and intense scenes of seduction and passion,
Alan Furst’s A Hero of France is at once one of the finest novels written about the French
Resistance and the most gripping novel yet by the living master of the spy thriller.
Men of Fearless Faith Meet men who have used their God-given talents to live out their faith to
the fullest. They come from a variety of backgrounds, eras, and ethnicities, but each one has
answered the Lord’s call on their life in bold and innovative ways. Children of all ages will be
inspired by the stories of C.S. Lewis—professor and author of the influential Chronicles of
Narnia series Zhang Boli—Chinese dissident, journalist, and Christian pastor Richard
Allen—former slave and founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Church Tim Tebow—athlete,
Heisman trophy winner, and outspoken follower of Christ Father Damien—priest who dedicated
his life to helping lepers in Hawaii These and the 45 other defenders of the faith featured in this
book have made a profound impact on the world around them, and in many cases changed the
course of history. Strong, smart, and sometimes outspoken, these men are tremendous
examples of God’s love in action. These inspiring profiles will captivate kids’ imaginations and
encourage them to discover their own gifts and how they can use them to glorify God.
There is something quite magical about forming a connection to a book: the way in which the
words on the page can conjure feelings of excitement, fun, joy, laughter or tears, channeling
the part of our being that fundamentally makes us human. The journey that children take as
they travel towards becoming a competent and confident reader can be a long, winding and
complex road. This book helps teachers understand how to build a quality reading rich
curriculum that supports the needs of all the children in their classroom. Starting with a section
on choosing texts, the book goes on to explore a variety of essential teaching approaches from
a read aloud programme, to drama and storytelling, art and illustration. This is a practical
resource that provides teachers and schools ideas to support the embedding of text
experience and deliver a reading rich curriculum that leads to higher student attainment and
working at greater depth.

"This book introduces preschoolers to 50 men and women of color who have
changed the world."--Provided by publisher.
A masterful tale of ambition, jealousy, desire, and superpowers. Victor and Eli
started out as college roommates—brilliant, arrogant, lonely boys who recognized
the same sharpness and ambition in each other. In their senior year, a shared
research interest in adrenaline, near-death experiences, and seemingly
supernatural events reveals an intriguing possibility: that under the right
conditions, someone could develop extraordinary abilities. But when their thesis
moves from the academic to the experimental, things go horribly wrong. Ten
years later, Victor breaks out of prison, determined to catch up to his old friend
(now foe), aided by a young girl whose reserved nature obscures a stunning
ability. Meanwhile, Eli is on a mission to eradicate every other super-powered
person that he can find—aside from his sidekick, an enigmatic woman with an
unbreakable will. Armed with terrible power on both sides, driven by the memory
of betrayal and loss, the archnemeses have set a course for revenge—but who
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will be left alive at the end? In Vicious, V. E. Schwab brings to life a gritty comicbook-style world in vivid prose: a world where gaining superpowers doesn't
automatically lead to heroism, and a time when allegiances are called into
question. "A dynamic and original twist on what it means to be a hero and a
villain. A killer from page one...highly recommended!" —Jonathan Maberry, New
York Times bestselling author of Marvel Universe vs The Avengers and Patient
Zero One of Publishers Weekly's Best Fantasy Books of 2013 At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Shares facts and anecdotes about men who are heroes and role models, from
Abraham Lincoln and Robert Gould Shaw to Jesse Owens and Neil Armstrong.
In his very first trip to the ballpark, Joe Falls watched Lou Gehrig slam two home
runs against the Philadelphia As. He's been in love with professional sports ever
since. In this humerous and intellegent memoir, Falls reflects on over sixty years
of writing with stories about all the greats from Jack Nicklaus and Michael Jordan,
to Joe DiMaggio and more. Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good
Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range
of biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list includes biographies on
well-known historical figures like Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and
Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains from history, such as Heinrich
Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We have also published
survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, first-hand
tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a
New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to books
on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
Rorschach tried to kill the leading contender to unseat President Redford, a
governor by the name of Turley who has a lot to say. Turley believes the Redford
people were behind the hit, but the detective investigating the case isn’t so sure.
To prove Turley wrong, he has to figure out how Rorschach and Laura got so
close to actually doing the job, and the answer to that might be deep in the Turley
campaign itself, including the governor’s past with a masked man called the
Comedian.
A collection of core writings by a forefront business journalist explores the
careers of such figures as Warren Buffett, George Steinbrenner, and Ken Lay,
challenging popular conceptions about revered and notorious business leaders.
Every hero has a beginning. So does every villain. When the world's greatest
superhero is found murdered, new threats emerge. And three lives are forever
changed. From the ashes rises a new generation of superheroes. But with
immense superpowers, and a history of tragedy, the line between right and
wrong blurs. Will they become protectors of justice, or agents of chaos? Choose
your side in Age of Heroes, the first book of The Pantheon Saga superhero
series. Start reading today. WARNING: This novel contains moderate swearing
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and big damn superhero action. If you're not a fan of moderate swearing or big
damn superhero action, this novel might not be for you.
Good Guys With Guns At Home is an illustrated children's book about the
everyday American heroes in law enforcement who use guns to protect
Americans at home. Illustrated by an award-winning Hollywood artist and Marine
Corps veteran, the book's simple, whimsical drawings introduce children to
friendly law enforcement figures and the guns they use to protect and serve
Americans in their neighborhoods and in times of special need. Inspired by a
desire to teach children about "the good guys" who use guns, Good Guys With
Guns At Home is the first in the Good Guys With Guns series.
ONE OF OPRAH'S FAVORITE THINGS 2021! A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER As Oprah says on Oprah Daily, "Reading can inspire you to do
great things—what a great gift for a preteen! This series features boundarybreaking women and includes stories about some who have moved me the
most—like Toni Morrison. They even included me!" This sequel to the sensational
New York Times bestseller, Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls, showcases 100
brand-new bedtime stories of incredible women throughout history and around
the world. In this book, readers will embark on an empowering journey through
100 new bedtime stories, featuring the adventures of extraordinary women
through the ages, from Nefertiti to Beyoncé. The unique narrative style of Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls transforms each biography into a fairytale, filling
readers with wonder and a burning curiosity to know more about each hero.
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2 boasts a brand-new graphic design, a
glossary, and full-page, full-color portraits of each subject, created by the best
female artists of our time.
Bestselling parenting author Rob Kemp (The Expectant Dad's Survival Guide)
delivers the ultimate guide to navigating your child's life milestones (0 months to
early adulthood) and offers advice on how fathers can best play a lasting,
impactful or at least vaguely useful role in it. Kids don't come with an instruction
manual. (Not that most men would read one if they did). Instead they're shaped
by life-forming milestones and learn-as-they-go mistakes which you, as modern,
responsible fathers must be there to help them deal with, solve or at least advise
upon pretty much from their birth until you've drawn your last breath. This book
will give you a head's up on all the defining moments you are guaranteed to
experience as a parent. It'll warn you when your life is going to take a change of
course, how your child is going to influence the choices you make and give you
some practical, knowing, sanity saving methods of dealing with them. Each
moment is headlined with a common scenario that dads have encountered down
through generations – but will still come as a shock to you for the first time. And
for every milestone moment, landmark action or parenting task to perform there's
a sound advice and strategic solutions to help you cope and even discover the
purported 'joys' of parenthood...
You probably haven’t ever noticed them. But they’ve noticed you. They notice
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everything. That’s their job. Sitting quietly in a nondescript car outside a bank
making note of the tellers’ work habits, the positions of the security guards.
Lagging a few car lengths behind the Brinks truck on its daily rounds.
Surreptitiously jiggling the handle of an unmarked service door at the racetrack.
They’re thieves. Heisters, to be precise. They’re pros, and Parker is far and
away the best of them. If you’re planning a job, you want him in. Tough, smart,
hardworking, and relentlessly focused on his trade, he is the heister’s heister,
the robber’s robber, the heavy’s heavy. You don’t want to cross him, and you
don’t want to get in his way, because he’ll stop at nothing to get what he’s after.
Parker, the ruthless antihero of Richard Stark’s eponymous mystery novels, is
one of the most unforgettable characters in hardboiled noir. Lauded by critics for
his taut realism, unapologetic amorality, and razor-sharp prose-style—and adored
by fans who turn each intoxicating page with increasing urgency—Stark is a
master of crime writing, his books as influential as any in the genre. The
University of Chicago Press has embarked on a project to return the early
volumes of this series to print for a new generation of readers to discover—and
become addicted to. In The Hunter, the first volume in the series, Parker roars
into New York City, seeking revenge on the woman who betrayed him and on the
man who took his money, stealing and scamming his way to redemption.
“Westlake knows precisely how to grab a reader, draw him or her into the story,
and then slowly tighten his grip until escape is impossible.”—Washington Post
Book World “Elmore Leonard wouldn’t write what he does if Stark hadn’t been
there before. And Quentin Tarantino wouldn’t write what he does without
Leonard. . . . Old master that he is, Stark does all of them one better.”—Los
Angeles Times “Donald Westlake’s Parker novels are among the small number
of books I read over and over. Forget all that crap you’ve been telling yourself
about War and Peace and Proust—these are the books you’ll want on that desert
island.”—Lawrence Block
50 Real Heroes for Boys is packed with illustrated stories of men and women
who combined character and their own unique gifts to make the world a better
place. Young boys everywhere will learn that being a man only requires being
yourself--but your best self.
Like the successful DC SUPER HEROES ABC, 123 and COLORS & SHAPES,
this adorable concept book introduces budding super heroes to opposites. Good
guys versus bad guys, fast and slow, big and little--super heroes (and villains!)
offer excellent examples of opposing superlatives. Parents enjoy the
contrasts--illustrated by beloved characters--every bit as much as their little ones.
Created with a sense of a humor and a deep knowledge of the super heroes, this
is perfect for comic book fans of all ages.
Destiny Allen, a Web designer for software giant Scenaria Security Systems,
finds herself involved in a deadly puzzle that blurs the boundaries between the
virtual and the real. At stake: the infrastructure of modern America. Her
resources: Dina Gustafson, a college friend, and Karl Lustig, an Israeli
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technology journalist with friends in dark places. The challenge: sort the good
guys from the bad before the lights go out. A fast-paced technology thriller, Web
Games is about real risks and virtual worlds, about Internet threats as close as
tomorrow's nightly news, and about the ever-escalating warfare between blackhat hackers and modern society.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTELLER! “Namina Forna Could Be The
Toni Morrison Of YA Fantasy.” –Refinery 29 “Fans of Children of Blood and
Bone, Mulan, and the Dora Milaje from Black Panther are going to adore this
one.” –BuzzFeed "A dark feminist tale spun with blood and gold. Must read!"
–Dhonielle Clayton, New York Times bestselling author of The Belles The most
anticipated fantasy of 2021. In this world, girls are outcasts by blood and warriors
by choice. Get ready for battle. Sixteen-year-old Deka lives in fear and
anticipation of the blood ceremony that will determine whether she will become a
member of her village. Already different from everyone else because of her
unnatural intuition, Deka prays for red blood so she can finally feel like she
belongs. But on the day of the ceremony, her blood runs gold, the color of
impurity–and Deka knows she will face a consequence worse than death. Then a
mysterious woman comes to her with a choice: stay in the village and submit to
her fate, or leave to fight for the emperor in an army of girls just like her. They are
called alaki–near-immortals with rare gifts. And they are the only ones who can
stop the empire's greatest threat. Knowing the dangers that lie ahead yet
yearning for acceptance, Deka decides to leave the only life she's ever known.
But as she journeys to the capital to train for the biggest battle of her life, she will
discover that the great walled city holds many surprises. Nothing and no one are
quite what they seem to be–not even Deka herself. The start of a bold and
immersive fantasy series for fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Black
Panther.
A dark and enchanting fantasy adventure perfect for those who prefer their
fairytales with a twist. The first in the bestselling School for Good and Evil series.
Jack Jensen is a middle-aged nobody who lives a lackluster life in an even more
uninteresting town. Having sampled every job the small town of Merrill, Wisconsin has
to offer, he has excelled at nothing but growing his beer gut and his luxurious curly
blonde hair. His life is one of unrealized potential and lack of direction. Things change
one morning when his brother, an Army Major, lands his helicopter in the parking lot of
Jack's less-than-profitable gaming store in a desperate bid to thrust the perennial
slacker into the role of saving the country, the world, and even more unlikely, himself.
Heroes of Last Resort is a LitRPG series that features leveling, detailed character
systems, epic world saving quests, and much more. It's perfect for fans of books like
The Land, Noobtown, and Life Reset. Find out more about the book and the authors at
flamingfistpublishing.com.
When Montana first started playing in iNcarn8, his new game life, he just wanted to be
one of the good guys for a change. But despite his impressive stats and incredible
heroics, even his closest followers are just plain scared of him. Trouble keeps pouring
down Montana, even in the remote, supposedly safe holding he's building into his
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dukedom. All that will have to change if Coggeshall is going to survive. Walls go up and
homes get built, but Montana can't shake the feeling that none of it will be enough to
keep out the problems of the Empire. Or the world of Vuldranni. Dukes and Ladders is
the fifth book in The Good Guys LitRPG series. It's half town-building grinding, half
action-adventure epic, and all thoroughly good fun. Pick up this page-turner today!
From buying buggies and cutting the cord to dealing with your wife's breastfeeding in
public - the life of a first-time father will throw up new experiences every day.The
Expectant Dad's Survival Guide tells you everything you need to know during
50th Anniversary Edition Do you know the history of the pushcart war? The REAL
history? it’s a story of how regular people banded together and, armed with little more
than their brains and good aim defeated a mighty foe. Not long ago the streets of New
York City were smelly, smoggy, sooty, and loud. There were so many trucks making
deliveries that it might take an hour for a car to travel a few blocks. People blamed the
truck owners and the truck owners blamed the little wooden pushcarts that traveled the
city selling everything from flowers to hot dogs. Behind closed doors the truck owners
declared war on the pushcart peddlers. Carts were smashed from Chinatown to
Chelsea. The peddlers didn’t have money or the mayor on their side, but that didn’t
stop them from fighting back. They used pea shooters to blow tacks into the tires of
trucks, they outwitted the police, and they marched right up to the grilles of those giant
trucks and dared them to drive down their streets. Today, thanks to the ingenuity of the
pushcart peddlers, the streets belong to the people—and to the pushcarts. The Pushcart
War was first published fifty years ago. It has inspired generations of children and been
adapted for television, radio, and the stage around the world. It was included on School
Library Journal’s list of “One Hundred Books That Shaped the Twentieth Century,”
and its assertion that a committed group of men and women can prevail against a
powerful force is as relevant in the twenty-first century as it was in 1964.
ROSALIE I've been a prisoner in my own home for as long as I can remember. My
mother says I'm sick in the head, and that's why I can't leave. And maybe she's right.
But that doesn't stop me from watching our new groundskeeper from my window and
wanting things I shouldn't. Like his hands on my body. His lips on my skin. Just him and
me, running free in the world. All I want is a normal life, but it's a fantasy. Insanity.
Because no one would want a crazy girl like me. PRESTON I broke the cardinal rule of
the private investigator business-I fell for my client's daughter. When I agreed to go
undercover to get Rosalie out of her house, I had every intention of bringing her to her
father. After all, it's what he hired me to do. But Rosalie's life is a tangled web of
mystery, tragedy, and lies. Her loneliness calls to mine, tempting me with a chance at
redemption I never thought I'd have. I refuse to deliver her from one hell to another.
Even if it means risking my life.
KAYLA My infatuation with Ezra Johnson started how all obsessions begin-with a
simple crush. Over the years I silently soaked up every shy smile and random act of
kindness, wrestling them away to a secret place in my heart meant for unrequited love.
Because if it wasn't for the fact that I tutor him once a week, I'm pretty sure he wouldn't
even know I exist. Then I find his sketchbook. And it changes everything. EZRA There
are two certainties in my life: I've been in love with Kayla Reynolds since I was
fourteen, and I can't have her. I've spent years settling for a two-dimensional fantasy
world, capturing her beauty with a pencil and paper. She's kind, smart, gorgeous... And
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she belongs to someone else. Or so I thought. An interesting turn of events makes me
realize things aren't always how they appear on the outside, and now I've got my
chance to be the man she deserves. For as long as I can remember, I've been called a
loser. The cripple. An outcast. But maybe-just maybe-this time the good guy won't finish
last.

When Vivian left town for a three-month residency, she had no idea that she'd come
back to find her life turned upside down.
The casual boyfriend who'd seemed ready to commit? Changed his mind.
The job she'd loved so much? Gone.
The parents she'd assumed would be there for emotional support? Off on the adventure
of their lives.
When she realizes that she's essentially homeless, jobless and boyfriend-less, Vivian
knows something has to change. She needs to take charge.
Inspired by her aunt's idea that a girl has to kiss at least fifty frogs to find her prince,
Vivian comes up with a plan: she's going to go on a series of first dates only, and each
one must end in a kiss. She'll chronicle each date--the good, the bad and the downright
unbelievable--and turn the stories into an in-depth magazine series about the realities
of dating in the twenty-first century.
While none of the frogs she meets--and kisses--make her heart leap, there's a guy
closer to home who definitely does . . . and despite the fact that Charlie always seems
to catch Vivian at her most awkward and embarrassing moments, she can't help
wondering if it's time to ditch the plan . . . and kiss just one more frog.
You read the pregnancy books, the nine months flew by without a hitch, the birth was
brilliant and your healthy baby arrived on schedule. Job done, right? Often, the birth of
your baby can feel like the end of the journey but really the adventure has only just
begun. If you look down at you-junior, heart swelling with pride, then think 'What now?',
this book is for you. In this essential guide for new dads, Rob Kemp - the bestselling
author of The Expectant Dad's Survival Guide - reveals what to expect in the first 18
months, arming you with the tools you need to be a fantastic dad. Covering everything
from how to bond with your baby and support his development to practical issues, such
as how to manage your working arrangements and finances, this book gives new dads
the confidence, skills and knowledge to enjoy fatherhood - and do a brilliant job of it.
Entertaining, informative, and packed full of expert advice, The New Dad's Survival
Guide is the go-to guide for modern, hands-on dads.
Small world play offers a wide range of learning opportunities for young children. Acting
out narrative and ideas through the manipulation of small or miniature equipment, tools,
toys and objects helps children to respond to their environment. Play becomes
representative of real-life situations and is a medium through which children can
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explore their own feelings about these events and experiences in a safe and productive
way. The frequent inclusion of sensory elements in this play also deepens experiences.
Small world play is rich in possibilities for specific, thematic, learning, such as gathering
information about spaces, positions, colours and cultures. Small world play is
entertaining, challenging, motivating and allows children to use their imaginations and
decide on their own play choices. Many practitioners find it challenging to continually
renew the play environment, but this book suggests ideas for how to ensure a
meaningful play content that replicates environments or scenarios that children can
connect to, using a large variety of resources from natural materials to specific props.
Presented in the accessible, practical and flexible 50 Fantastics format, Judit Horvath's
book is a compendium of ideas that will ensure you get the most out of small world play
in your setting, without over stimulating and distracting the children involved.
The Heroes in Training are entering the Underworld—if Hades can conquer his canine
fears, that is. The Underworld usually isn’t really meant to be a fun place—but tell that to
Hades! He loves the dark and the stinky smell of sulfur. However, there is one thing that
Hades is not a fan of: dogs. And when Zeus and his fellow Olympians encounter
Cerberus—a snarling, three-headed dog—Hades must conquer his fears and tame the
hound so everyone can continue into the Underworld and deposit their Titan prisoner,
Oceanus, back where he belongs! But with magical water that causes forgetfulness, hot
beds of lava, and another epic battle with two more Titans standing in their way, will
Zeus and his heroes make it out of the Underworld with everyone intact?
When supervillains of the Vindico realize they are getting too old to fight the League of
Heroes, they kidnap and begin training five teens, but James, Lana, Hayden, Emily,
and Sam will not become the next generation of evil without a fight.
All's fair in love and anarchy in Supernova, the epic conclusion to New York Times
bestselling author Marissa Meyer's thrilling Renegades Trilogy This volume sees Nova
and Adrian struggling to keep their secret identities concealed while the battle rages on
between their alter egos, their allies, and their greatest fears come to life. Secrets, lies,
and betrayals are revealed as anarchy once again threatens to reclaim Gatlon City.
Published to mark the club's 50th season in the National Hockey League, The
Philadelphia Flyers at 50 sets a new standard for contemporary sports history. It tells
the story of a remarkable hockey club with passion and detail. On the ice, in the
dressing room and behind the scenes, this 600-page large-format illustrated book
documents how the Flyers and their fans have maintained the passion that is their
hallmark through great successes, valiant losses and even withering tragedies. Building
on his 1996 best-seller Full Spectrum, writer Jay Greenberg invested three years
interviewing 263 people who have told the team's story with pride and candor,
revealing, in some cases for the first time, factors that shaped the franchise. Trades,
retirements, injuries, untimely deaths, tough decisions and shift-by-shift game action
combine to reveal what it means to be a Flyer. "It's an honor to wear this logo," said
current captain Claude Giroux. "Being a Flyer meant everything to me," said Mark
Recchi, a feeling echoed by Cup-winner Andre Dupont when he said, "They gave me a
chance to be part of history." Includes a message from owner Ed Snider who passed
away on April 11, 2016, as well as profiles of 50 Flyer heroes and descriptions of the
club's 50 most important wins and significant events This comprehensive book has it
all.
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Boys can be anything they want to be! In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller
Stories for Boys Who Dare to Be Different, Ben Brooks introduces seventy-six more
boys and men who will inspire young readers to live boldly and true to themselves.
What do environmental activist Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, philosopher Socrates, and singer
Ed Sheeran all have in common? Each of them defied expectations -- going against the
grain and pursuing their dreams despite a seemingly impossible barrage of obstacles
and difficulties. Their stories are incredible, as are those of tap dancer Evan Ruggiero,
Pokémon creator Satoshi Tajiri, the brave Chernobyl Divers, and the other inspirational
boys who fill the pages of this extraordinary book. Together, their stories offer young
boys the welcome alternative message that masculinity can mean many things -- that
it's okay to be sensitive, to be bold, and to follow their hearts.
“Joe Nassise has raised the bar for the whole genre.” —Jonathan Maberry, New York
Times bestselling author of The Dragon Factory Combine the take-no-prisoners heroic
grit of Quentin Tarantino’s Inglorious Basterds with the irreverent inventiveness of
George A. Romero’s Dawn of the Dead, set it on the blood-and-gore-soaked European
battlefields of World War One, and you get By the Blood of Heroes, a wildly imaginative
alternate history zombie novel by acclaimed urban fantasy author Joseph Nassise.
When the German high command employs a terrible new chemical weapon that
reanimates the dead, Allied forces must take on the Kaiser’s zombie army in order to
rescue a downed American flying ace in the first book of Nassise’s The Great Undead
War saga. By the Blood of Heroes is a deliciously gruesome adventure that horror and
alternate history lovers, steampunk aficionados, and fans of such zombie-centric
offerings as TV’s The Walking Dead, popular literature’s World War Z, Pride and
Prejudice and Zombies, and Zombie Haiku, and the Resident Evil video game and film
series will eagerly devour.
My Big Book of Bible Heroes for Kids highlights the stories of 50 weird, wild, and
wonderful Bible characters in a fresh, comic book-style approach that features attentioncapturing illustrations and captivating stories.
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